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Roping
EquipmEnt

2

ike any sport, team roping comes with its own set of equip-
ment requirements. a peek into any competitor’s bag reveals not 
just the expected ropes but a variety of other gear designed to 
make him faster, better, or safer. an enthusiast’s shopping list may 
also include a few other items—everything from the staple prac-
tice dummy to the latest high-tech training tools. read on to learn 

more about the equipment that can make or break a roper’s run.

ropes

no roper can exist without them, yet ropes can cause much confusion for 
beginners. step into any Western tack shop and you are sure to be greeted 
with several varieties of brightly hued options that all claim to be the one that 
will take you to the pay window (fig. 2.1). so, how do you decide which one 
is really right for you? First, i’ll take a step back to investigate the beginnings of 
the modern team rope.

L
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32 team roping 101

equibrand® is a leading corporation that is known for producing top-
quality tack and equipment for a variety of equine disciplines, including team 
roping. it is the latest generation of a company that began as Classic ropes, a 

modest rope manufacturer tucked away in the 
small texas town of granbury. in the modern 
rope market, Classic first found its way to the 
limelight with a bright green model that was 
appropriately named the moneymaker®. it was 
the first lariat to combine nylon with polyester. 
previously, nylon was the only option.

polyester is a heavier fiber than nylon. its 
added weight helps the roper feel what the dif-
ferent parts of the rope are doing throughout 
the swing, throw, and catch. 

However, nylon is still the predominate 
fiber in modern team-roping ropes because it 
is flexible and it stretches. stretch allows for 
different lays (stiffness) in ropes. the different 

lays that nylon helps to provide allow each roper to select the feel that’s right 
for him. and, when nylon fibers are twisted together, they give the rope body, 
which helps the loop stay open when delivering it to the target.

Blending these two materials has its own advantages. the main one is that 
it allows manufacturers to pack more weight into a smaller diameter of rope, 
which gives users more control when it is in motion. 

among the ropes manufactured by equibrand, five basic nylons and three 
basic polyesters are combined in different ways to make a variety of ropes. 
each blend is formulated according to factors like seasonal temperatures, the 
stiffness needed, or the rope’s intended use.

in addition to revamping the recipe for a great rope, equibrand also 
employed a modern waxing process, which condensed the timeframe it 
took to produce a finished product. previously, ropes required aging for 
months outdoors in the sun before they were properly treated and ready for 
competition. With today’s twisting and waxing processes, a rope can be made 
one day and ready to use the next. 

Blends also opened the door for color variations. one reason for this 
was that outdoor elements were no longer involved in the manufacturing 
process, which gave each rope the same tan hue. also, new polyester materials 
influenced how a rope looked through the dyes used. 

Color entered the team roping market by accident. a rainbow palette first 
made its debut when rope-makers utilized colored polyester fibers from the tire 
and carpet industries. as polyester became a component of their ropes, the tint 
of the poly fiber transformed the rope’s appearance with vibrant colorations. 
However, mere happenstance is not the case when selecting colors today. Dyes 

2.1  Modern ropes come in 
a rainbow of colors. Each 
hue signals a rope’s use and 
material blend. Although 
it may be intimidating 
choosing that first rope, 
this chapter walks you 
through you options.
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33Roping Equipment

are carefully chosen to differentiate each 
type of rope from other styles and brands, 
and are applied quite deliberately (fig. 2.2). 

as mentioned, most modern team 
roping competition ropes are coated in 
heated wax soon after manufacture to add 
to their life and durability, preserve greater 
color, and provide a cleaner look. 

Diagram of a rope

every rope has a few standard parts and 
ropers should be familiar with all of them 
(figs. 2.3 a–F). Here is a quick review: 

Eye (hondo): the eye is at one end 
of the rope and forms a small loop that 
the rest of the rope threads through.

Burner: the leather or rawhide patch sewn on the end of the eye is called 
the burner. a burner prevents the rope from wearing through the eye and 
makes the rope slide faster, because drag is reduced. a burner should last the 
lifetime of the rope. 

Tail: opposite of the eye, the other end of the rope terminates in a knot 
called the tail.

Loop: When the tail is passed through the eye, a circle of rope (the loop) 
is formed. properly sized, this is what the roper actually swings around his 
head and throws to catch a steer. Correct loop size is different for each roper; 
however, beginners should have larger loops than more experienced ropers. 
as a general rule, a loop’s diameter should be the distance from a hand 
outstretched at shoulder height to the ground. 

Tip: When the loop is swung, the tip is the point farthest from the roper. 
Centrifugal force will give a tip weight, similar to a person swinging a bucket 
of water: the same way the water doesn’t slosh from the bucket because the 
force keeps it in, the tip also pushes out with weight away from the roper 
during the swing.

Spoke: the area of the loop between the eye and the hand that grasps 
the loop. the spoke consists of two strands of rope—top and bottom. a lot of 
novice ropers grab their loop’s spoke close to the eye, which doesn’t give them 

2.2  Ropes used to be a 
uniform tan hue, due 
to their manufacturing 
process, which called for 
months of aging outdoors. 
Then, polyester fibers were 
introduced, which not only 
sped up the timetable of 
creation, but also yielded 
many colors. Here, a red 
dye is being added to rope 
fibers to help distinguish a 
specific brand of rope from 
other models.
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34 team roping 101

2.3 a–F Equibrand’s Chief Operating Officer Craig Bray demonstrates 
the proper way to hold a rope (A). His company is a major 
manufacturer of team roping gear. The small opening at one end 
of the rope is called the eye, or hondo (B). The rest of the rope slips 
through this to make the loop, which is what is used to catch a steer. 
A leather burner prevents friction from wearing away at the eye, 
which extends the rope’s life. At the opposite end from the eye, the 
rope terminates in the tail, which is a knot that prevents the rope 
from unraveling (C). The loop is the part of a rope that a team roper 
actually swings in his hand and throws to catch a steer’s horns or 
heels (D). The part of the loop that a roper holds is called the spoke. It 
has two parts, or strands. A roper should hold the spoke at least 2 feet 
from the eye (E). Excess rope should be wound neatly into coils, which 
are held by the same hand that holds the bridle rein (F).

a B C

D e

F
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35Roping Equipment

much control over the tip. at least 2 feet of spoke gives you 
more balance. a good guideline to remember is that when 
you are holding your loop, ideally the eye should be about 
halfway between the tip of the loop and your hand.

Coils: excess rope between the loop and the tail is 
gathered neatly into one hand (the one not swinging the 
loop) by rolling it into manageable circles called coils. 

purchasing a rope

Length and Diameter

the are a few basic considerations when you decide to pur-
chase a rope. For example, take length. as a general rule, 
professionals in the industry recommend that all headers use 
a 30-foot rope and all heelers a 35-foot one (fig. 2.4).

ropes also come in a variety of diameters, which 
are measured in fractions of an inch. in order of increas-
ing width, typical diameters in inches include: 3/16, 
5/16, 5/16 full, 3/8 scant, 3/8, 3/8 full, 7/16 scant, 7/16, 
and 7/16 full. Scant simply refers to the fact that a rope’s diameter is slightly 
smaller than the standard measurement, while full means it is a bit thicker.

the two most popular diameter options for team ropers today are the 3/8 
inch scant and a true 3/8 inch size. However, it is ultimately up to each individ-
ual roper to decide the thickness that feels right for him.

Lay (Stiffness) 

generally, softer ropes are recommended for beginner headers and heelers, 
because they are easier to handle. more limber types also make it easier for you 
when you are learning to dally, or wrap the rope around your horn. However, 
stiffer ropes do have advantages, such as their increased ability to hold the loop 
open in the swing and throw. 

typical lay (stiffness) options include double extra-soft; extra-soft; soft, medium 
soft; medium; hard medium; medium hard; and hard. a new header should start 
out with a 30-foot double extra-soft or extra-soft, whereas a heeler should begin 
with a 35-foot soft or medium-soft. Heelers need a stiffer rope because their loop 
needs to land on the ground and stay wide open for the steer’s hind feet to step 
into (fig. 2.5). While a stiffer rope will help keep a loop open, these ropes are more 
difficult to control when swinging and aiming a throw. 

2.4  The manufacture of 
these ropes is finished, 
except for cutting them 
to length. Length is 
determined by who will 
use them. Headers need 
30-foot long ropes, whereas 
heelers need at least 35 feet 
in length.
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36 team roping 101

2.5 Heelers need a stiffer rope because their loop needs to stay wide open for the steer’s hind feet to step 
into. However, while a stiffer rope helps keep a loop open, these ropes are more difficult to control when 
swinging and aiming a throw. That is why new ropers are cautioned against getting ropes that are too stiff.
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37Roping Equipment

as a heeler progresses in skill, after six to eight months of practice, roping 
instructors generally recommend moving to a medium-soft lay. Ultimately, he 
should advance to using a medium rope.

Strands

you can also choose the number of strands in a rope. the use of this term is not 
to be confused with the strands that make up the spoke of a loop. in this case, 
strand refers to the twisted groups of fibers that make up the rope. 

your options include three-, four-, and five-strand ropes. more strands 
amplify everything within the loop, which makes it easier to swing, more 
forgiving, and more consistent because there is more weight packed into a 
smaller diameter.

Four- and five-strand ropes operate around an axis and are wound tighter 
than three-strand versions. this means temperature variances don’t affect 
performance. 

three-strand ropes, on the other hand, are affected by the climate. this 
is because scorching or frigid weather changes how loosely or tightly a rope’s 
fibers are wound. this means the same rope can swing and throw differently 
from summer to winter. However, adjustments to the manufacturing process 
ensures that a warm-weather rope feels consistent with a cold-weather rope, 
providing they are used in the proper months. 

Four- and five-strands also give more weight to the tip of the loop when 
you are swinging it, making the tip easier to feel and the loop easier to throw. 
that can increase consistency—and catch ratios—because you can feel the 
loop better. more strands also lend additional body to a loop, helping prevent 
it from collapsing. this means that even if you don’t have a perfect swing, a 
loop with more strands gives you a greater tendency to stay open. 

another tip for a first-time buyer is to start out with a heavier rope—which 
makes it easier to feel each of the parts as they move—and then progress to 
lighter versions. one cautionary note is to be careful to avoid a rope that is too 
heavy, as it may cause fatigue.

Pre-Purchase Exams

Kick: test-swinging the rope in the store is highly recommended. one fea-
ture you should make sure to investigate is kick. kick is a built-in aid that every 
good rope has to help a roper swing their loop and keep that loop open when 
it is thrown. every manufacturer strives to create perfect kick in their ropes. For-
tunately for beginners, it is easy to check this feature and most retailers encour-
age customers to test their ropes in the store. 

to test a prospective rope’s kick, take the rope out of the package. With 
either hand, drop the first coil, or loop, straight down. the eye (hondo) at 
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38 team roping 101

the end of the rope should automatically rotate—or kick—itself from that 
straight position to one that is turned approximately 90 degrees to the 
rest of the coils (fig. 2.6). most novice team ropers need the full degree 
of kick, because it helps them swing. 

new ropers should never buy a rope without kick, where the dropped 
loop just lines up “straight” to the front. only advanced competitors, who 
have the talent and control to handle ropes tied in this fashion, should 
consider purchasing one. novice and intermediate ropers should save 
their money and avoid a future of frustrated performances by buying a 
rope with more forgiving kick. 

Eye Placement: a second, quick, in-store test when shopping for 
a rope is to check the eye, simply by swinging the rope as if you were 
actually going to catch something. (Learn to properly swing a rope start-
ing on p. 84 in chapter 5.) ideally, the eye should maintain the same 
position—centered on the strands, lying flat and straight—during the 
motion of the swing as it had when still. 

However, don’t be confused by eye placement when you see some 
new ropes on the store shelf or rack. While three-strand ropes are usu-
ally displayed with a properly-placed “straight” eye, four- and five-strand 
ropes—which are made with a different twisting process—are often pack-
aged with the eye preset to the right. their manufacturing process pre-
disposes them to rotate left, back to their natural state. a manufacturer 
packages the eye differently, so it will perform perfectly when you take 
it home. the first time you use one of these four- or five-strand ropes, 
swinging it will set the eye to the correct placement.

a closely-related bit of advice examines the proper position of the top 
strand in relation to the eye. When selecting a rope, make sure that the 
top strand exits the eye on the offside of the eye’s knot. this helps the 
rope slide smoothly, because the knot isn’t interfering with movement 
(fig. 2.7).

once purchased, you can keep your rope in good working order by 
being careful how you put it away. Correct storage helps to “train” the 
rope’s parts, particularly the eye. to maintain proper form, coil your rope 
evenly using big coils, and make sure the eye is straight before placing the 
rope in your rope bag. to avoid the eye being turned while in the rope 
bag, place your rope so that the eye is at the top of the bag. next, store 
the rope bag in an upright position in a cool, dry place.

ropes for youth

While many youth use adult ropes, manufacturers make several models 
for kids. some of these are not meant to catch live cattle, but others are 

2.6  This new rope 
demonstrates proper kick. 
Notice that the dropped loop 
falls at about a 90-degree 
angle to the rest of the coils.
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39Roping Equipment

simply scaled-down versions of the full-sized adult 
performance ropes. For many youth competitors, 
team roping is not merely “child’s play”—they need 
gear tough enough to do the job.

Child ropes start as small as 3/16-inch 
diameter and 15 feet long for the tiniest junior 
roper. From these “toys,” many kids advance to a 
1/4-inch diameter, 22-foot-long model when they 
are ready to begin dummy roping. young ropers 
can start turning steers with a 3/8-inch by 30-foot 
rope, which is also a size adult ranchers find 
good for tasks out on the range. young heelers, 
however, need to use one of the smaller adult 
ropes that are 35-foot long. Heelers need the extra 
length to reach a steer’s hind feet from horseback, 
and the extra weight of a longer rope helps place 
their loop.

rope Bag

the purchase of a rope necessitates the purchase of 
a rope bag that protects your rope and provides a 
simple storage option (fig. 2.8). you can pick from 
a variety of styles and colors that range from sedate 
earth tones to trendy prints encrusted in “bling.” 
Wherever you end up in the spectrum, select a 
bag that has more than one area to put your ropes 
into, with dividers to keep them separate. another 
option worth consideration is a bag that has a mesh 
pocket on the outside to hold dirty or muddy ropes. 

interior storage areas of your rope bag should 
be constructed of solid fabric. ropes can be left 
dusted with rope powder (which i discuss on  
p. 40), and the ability to keep these ropes separate 
prevents this dust from drifting to unwanted areas.

select a rope bag that is made from durable, 
thick materials with strong nylon handles. tug on 
the fabric a bit and check the stitching with an eye 
for hardy fabrics and quality construction.

the rope bag will be home not only to ropes, 
but your other miscellaneous gear, competition 
paperwork, and horse records. With these in mind, 

2.7 When choosing a new rope, investigate how the eye’s 
knot is placed in relation to the top strand. Ideally, a rope’s 
top strand should exit the eye on the offside of the knot.

2.8  Rope bags come in all styles, sizes, and colors, so you 
are sure to find one that suits your tastes. Here is a typical 
selection, from classic solid colors to trendy animal prints. 
Also featured is a child’s bag, which is smaller and has 
shoulder straps so it can be carried on the back.
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40 team roping 101

most bags feature compartments to accommodate 
these items. 

Child rope bags are built for the smaller, junior 
ropes. Because children’s ropes aren’t as big, the bags 
are scaled down accordingly. also, many are backpack 
models, with enough storage compartments for them 
to pull double-duty, holding school supplies as well as 
roping equipment. 

gLoves

one of the most essential pieces of gear for a roper 
is a glove. a roper typically just wears one glove on 
the hand that swings the loop (fig. 2.9). the purpose 
of a glove is twofold. it keeps your hand from get-
ting burned should you lose control of the rope, and 
it makes the rope feel slicker, so it runs through your 
hand more easily.

you have two basic options when it comes to 
gloves—cotton and synthetic materials. Cotton is the 
more economical; synthetic the more durable and it 
offers more protection. your decision is a matter of 
personal preference.

Finding the right size for your new glove is easy. 
Like street gloves, roping gloves come in standard 
sizes—small, medium, and large. also, tack shops often 
have open packages of each, so you can try them out. 
a main consideration is not to get one that it overly 
large, which will wrinkle and possibly injure your hand.

rope poWDer

as mentioned earlier, you might need to apply rope 
powder to your ropes (fig. 2.10). When a team rop-
ing rope is made, it is dipped in hot, liquid wax, which 
then hardens around it. While the wax helps bind 
the fibers of the rope together, it also makes the rope 
sticky to touch. to counter this and to make a rope 
move more smoothly, a manufacturer dusts powder 
on the finished product.

2.9 Roping gloves are a must-have for any team 
roper. Usually worn only on the hand that is 
swinging the loop, it is unsafe to rope without one. 
There are two basic material options for roping 
gloves: cotton (left) or synthetic (right). While 
cotton is more economical, synthetic materials are 
more durable.

2.10 All team 
roping ropes are 
waxed in the 
manufacturing 
process. While 
this offers many 
benefits, the wax 
can make a rope 
sticky to touch. 
To counter this, 
manufacturers 
apply powder. 
Eventually, this 
powder can wear 
thin, which is 
why every roper 
needs to have 
their own pow-
der on hand.
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over time, the manufacturer’s powder can wear thin. powder can be 
purchased separately, so you can reapply some as needed. While you can buy 
specially designed powder for this purpose, talc, baby powder, or cornstarch 
make cost-effective substitutes. 

stationary praCtiCe DUmmies

once your rope bag is fully stocked, it is time to load up on educational gear. 
one essential item is the practice dummy. an artificial steer head or set of 
heels doesn’t need to be extravagant, but you do need something to practice 
catching (fig. 2.11). a heeler can start out with a dummy that is as rudimentary 
as a saw horse. a header needs something a bit more realistic, but still can 
begin by roping a basic stationary target—such as a set of rawhide horns stuck 
in a bale of hay. 

2.11 Every roper needs a stationary dummy to practice on. While many are geared toward headers or heelers 
specifically, this model offers a target for both types of ropers. Note the horn wrap on the head, which helps 
give a rope grip on an otherwise slippery surface. It serves a different purpose on live cattle, where the wrap is 
primarily for the steer’s protection.
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there are a variety of manufactured models to choose from as well; how-
ever, for beginners, it’s especially important that plastic steer heads have a horn 
wrap—the head protection that live cattle wear while they are being roped—
in order to give something for the rope to grip onto. (you can read more about 
roping dummies beginning on p. 89 in chapter 5.)

meCHaniCaL steers

mechanical practice steers are essentially full-body dummies that incorporate 
movement, so a rider can learn to rope from horseback. they are often used as 
the transition between roping a stationary dummy and a live steer (fig. 2.12). 
the importance of mechanical steers is reviewed at length in chapter 7, begin-
ning on p. 111. 

2.12  This is a typical mechanical steer, which is pulled behind a motorized vehicle. Many models incorporate lifelike 
movement when they are in motion, making them an ideal transition tool between stationary dummies and live cattle. 
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2.13  Professional team 
roper and instructor 
Rickey Green has coached 
amateurs to success for 
three decades. You can 
learn more about Green 
at his website, www.
powerteamroping.com.

a DigitaL age

the newest learning tools are available for you to use in the 
comfort of your own climate-controlled home. the internet has 
opened many doors for sharing knowledge on many subjects, and 
team roping is no exception. many professionals are finding it a 
great way to educate the public.

the variety and breadth of team roping aids on the market 
today are astounding—not the least of which are the increasing 
number of websites devoted to the subject that are currently 
popping up on the internet. the instant access to the knowledge 
that the internet provides has had a phenomenal affect on the 
recent growth of the sport. 

sites such as www.speedroping.com offer videos geared 
toward ropers who are rated 3s, 4s and 5s to show them how 
experts like eight-time world champion speed Williams trains 
and practices. Fellow champion, professional team roper, and 
instructor rickey green’s website, www.powerteamroping.com, 
features video tutorials and a blog, where visitors can directly ask 
the educator questions.

Learning how to team rope, while not excessively difficult, is not 
something you can learn in just a few outings. rickey green cautions 
newcomers against purchasing their equipment and heading straight out to 
the nearest competition before they’ve spent significant time in the practice 
arena (fig. 2.13).

in addition to learning about the sport from others, speed Williams is 
a firm believer in ropers learning from themselves. He advises turning the 
cameras on you during training, and has always had someone film him. 
Williams also shoots videos of each of his students.

aDDeD options

the tools listed in this chapter are only a few of the wide variety of options 
available to the modern roper. some of the innovative tools to make the 
learning and competitive experiences better didn’t exist a few years ago. today, 
you can choose to purchase anything from the time-honored, basic gear to the 
ultra trendy, whichever your tastes dictate.
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